
A verb tells what the subject does or is.  Every sentence has a verb.  
Verbs that tell what is happening now are present tense verbs. 

Underline the present tense verb.  
 
1)  Peel the banana before you eat it. 
 
2)  Steve walks into the chair. 
 
3)  The singers are at the studio today. 
 
4)  Tori is the new ballet teacher. 
 
5)  We unpack our book bags. 

Present tense verbs end in s when the subject is singular.   
A bird lives in the tree.  
Do not add s when the subject is plural.   
Two birds live in the tree.  

Circle the correct verb.  
 

6) The boy (jump / jumps) into the puddle. 
 
7) A flower  (grow / grows) in my garden.   
 
8) The candy (taste / tastes) sweet. 
 
9)  The girls (keep / keeps) their books in bags.  
 
10)  The rubber band (stretches / stretch) across the cards.  

L.3.1e         Present Tense 
 

Name:______________________  Date:_____________ 



11)  cry + –s                 

12)  run + –s          

13)  study + –s         

14)  read + –s        

15)  hurry + –s         

Add an s to each present tense verb. Remember, if a verb ends in a  

consonant + y, change the y to i  and add es.  

Always use the verb form am with the subject I to show being in 

the present tense. Examples: I am here. I am four feet tall.  

16)  Write a sentence of your own with I am.  

                   

When the subject pronoun is he, she, or it, add s or es to a verb in 

the present tense. Write the verb in present tense.  

17)  He        the bike.  (ride) 

18)  She        the leaves. (rake)  

19)  Every morning Andy         his father 

and gets on the bus. (hug)  

20)  She        the flute. (play) 
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rides 

rakes 

hugs 

plays 

Answers will vary.  Example:  I am a good student.   
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